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Abstract

A better understanding of Earth’s core-mantle boundary (CMB) region is required to address major questions about our

planet’s internal dynamics, magnetic field, and thermal evolution. Valuable constraints have come from observations of (CMB-)

Stoneley modes, a class of seismic free oscillation whose displacement decreases away from the solid-fluid boundary. The high-

frequency modes that are most sensitive to the CMB region are too localized there to be observed at Earth’s surface. Here we

clarify why some higher-frequency Stoneley modes can be detected: via ‘mixing’ with surface-localized Rayleigh-type modes of

similar frequency. We examine the concept of mixed Rayleigh-Stoneley modes analytically and with a finite-element method.

Our calculations show that mixed modes are a sensitive probe of radial and lateral variations in material properties near the

CMB. More generally, ‘seismic waveguide coupling’ could help to characterize systems ranging from cell membranes to Pluto’s

lithosphere.
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Abstract20

A better understanding of Earth’s core-mantle boundary (CMB) region is required to21

address major questions about our planet’s internal dynamics, magnetic field, and ther-22

mal evolution. Valuable constraints have come from observations of (CMB-) Stoneley23

modes, a class of seismic free oscillation whose displacement decreases away from the solid-24

fluid boundary. The high-frequency modes that are most sensitive to the CMB region25

are too localized there to be observed at Earth’s surface. Here we demonstrate that waveg-26

uide coupling of Rayleigh and CMB Stoneley modes allows some higher-frequency ‘mixed’27

Stoneley modes to be observed. We examine the concept of mixed Rayleigh-Stoneley modes28

analytically and with a finite-element method. Our calculations show that mixed modes29

are a sensitive probe of radial and lateral variations in material properties near the CMB.30

More generally, ‘seismic waveguide coupling’ could help to characterize systems ranging31

from cell membranes to Pluto’s lithosphere.32

Plain-language summary33

After a large earthquake, Earth ‘rings like a bell’ for days due to constructive interfer-34

ence of seismic waves. The frequencies of these ‘normal mode’ oscillations provide in-35

formation about Earth’s internal structure, including some of the best constraints on den-36

sity variations. Observations of ‘Stoneley modes’, whose motion is largest near the core-37

mantle boundary, help to assess various hypotheses in solid-Earth geophysics. However,38

only low-frequency Stoneley modes are observable at the surface, limiting the resolution39

of models of the CMB region. We show that these limitations can be overcome at cer-40

tain frequencies where the Stoneley modes ‘mix’ with ‘Rayleigh modes’, whose motion41

is largest at Earth’s surface. In these special cases, relatively high-frequency Stoneley42

modes can be excited by earthquakes, detected by seismometers, and used to study the43

lower mantle. Additionally, such coupling between seismic ‘waveguides’ is expected in44

many other settings, from cells to ice sheets.45

1 Introduction46

Improvements in models of the density field near Earth’s core-mantle boundary (CMB)47

would enhance our understanding of Earth’s history, mantle dynamics, and outer-core48

stratification. Key constraints come from studies of seismic normal modes. One of the49

major conclusions of such studies has been that the lower mantle’s so-called large low-50
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shear-velocity provinces (LLSVPs) are also high-density provinces (Ishii & Tromp, 1999;51

Trampert et al., 2004; Mosca et al., 2012; Moulik & Ekström, 2016), in agreement with52

geodynamical arguments regarding their stability (e.g. Kellogg et al., 1999) and recent53

work using ‘tidal tomography’ (Lau et al., 2017).54

However, some have questioned the conclusions based on normal-mode observations.55

Only low-frequency modes (below around 5 mHz) show significant sensitivity to density,56

because they have non-negligible self-gravitation (Kennett, 1998). These low-frequency57

modes tend to have significant displacement throughout the mantle, leading to poor ra-58

dial resolution and trade-offs between parameters in different parts of the Earth (Resovsky59

& Ritzwoller, 1999). It seems difficult to resolve these trade-offs without prior assump-60

tions (Resovsky & Ritzwoller, 1999; Romanowicz, 2001).61

Recently, normal-mode researchers have attempted to overcome the trade-offs by62

including modes which are localized near the CMB, known as Stoneley modes (Koelemeijer63

et al., 2013, 2015, illustrated in Fig. 1a,b). These modes are quite sensitive to density,64

due to self-gravitation caused by the large CMB density contrast. Koelemeijer et al. (2017)65

fitted these observations (as part of a mode catalog) and proposed that the LLSVPs are66

lighter-than-average anomalies, in contrast with previous workers.67

However, even Stoneley modes have substantial displacement throughout the man-68

tle at lower frequencies (Fig. 1a), so they still suffer from significant trade-offs. Ideally,69

one would use the sharply-localized higher-frequency Stoneley modes, but these are not70

usually observable at the surface (Fig. 1b). In this paper, we explore how some higher-71

frequency Stoneley modes have been observed at the surface, not in a pure form, but through72

‘mixing’ (or ‘hybridizing’) with surface-localized Rayleigh modes at certain frequencies73

(Fig. 1c).74

This understanding, combined with more comprehensive observations of these mixed75

Rayleigh-Stoneley modes, could tighten constraints on structures in the lowermost man-76

tle. Such constraints are crucial for understanding geodynamics (see review by Tackley,77

2012), including the role of post-perovskite (Koelemeijer et al., 2018), Earth’s formation78

and thermal history (e.g. Zhang & Zhong, 2011) and the heat budget for the geodynamo79

(Buffett, 2002; Aubert et al., 2008; Lay et al., 2008). It might also be possible to con-80

strain the radial stratification of the outer core (see review by Hirose et al., 2013), al-81

though the sensitivity of Stoneley modes to the highly inhomogeneous lower mantle makes82

this difficult (Irving et al., 2018).83
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Figure 1. Illustration of typical mode displacement patterns, showing differences between

high- and low-frequency modes, and between Rayleigh and Stoneley modes, and the unique

mixed modes. Spherical and planar systems are shown side-by-side, and the displacement pat-

terns shown are qualitatively the same for both systems.

All of these interpretations of seismic data require a way of solving the forward prob-84

lem. The normal-mode method is well-suited to low-frequency applications and has the85

advantage that once the modes are computed, changing the source in simulations can86

be accomplished at very low cost, unlike, for example, with a spectral-element method87

(Komatitsch & Tromp, 2002). Unfortunately, the standard numerical-integration method88

for calculating the modes of a spherically-symmetric planet cannot be easily generalised89

to three dimensions. Instead, the 3-D problem is approached using the 1-D solution as90

a basis, as in conventional perturbation theory (Dahlen & Tromp, 1998) and the direct-91

solution method (Al-Attar et al., 2012). These approaches work well at low frequencies,92

but the accuracy of the perturbation assumption has not been tested. In this study, we93

demonstrate a normal-mode technique which works in one and three dimensions, and94

does not require any perturbation assumption.95

Another advantage of the normal-mode approach is that modes provide physical96

insight (e.g. Lau et al., 2016), as we discuss in this study. Related to this, the normal-97

mode formalism is well-suited to the inverse problem, because it leads directly to the req-98

uisite frequency and sensitivity information. In some situations, especially the burgeon-99

ing field of planetary seismology, data coverage may be limited and amplitude informa-100
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tion may not be available; in this case it is helpful that normal-mode centre frequencies101

are almost independent of the source term.102

2 Methods103

2.1 Calculation of the modes of a spherically-symmetric planet104

We first calculated the spheroidal (P–SV-polarized) modes of a spherically-symmetric105

non-rotating Earth model using the Ouroboros code (Ye, 2018; Shi et al., 2019, https://106

github.com/harrymd/Ouroboros). We included the effect of gravity but neglected per-107

turbations to the gravitational potential. We used the isotropic mean of the PREM Earth108

model (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981), at a period of 1 s, with no attenuation. The first109

layer (water) was replaced by a solid layer matching the second layer.110

2.2 Analysis and calculation of surface waves in a half-space111

To understand the behavior of the mixed Rayleigh-Stoneley modes, we sought high-112

frequency solutions to the equations of motion for interface waves propagating horizon-113

tally through a solid, stratified layer overlying a fluid half-space, as described in detail114

by Ye (2018). First, we separated the P-SV from the SH equations. We then rewrote the115

P-SV equations in terms of the P and SV eigenfunctions, and solved them in the high-116

frequency (‘asymptotic’) limit by following the approach of Woodhouse (1978). Finally,117

we used the WKB approximation to find expressions for the P and SV wavefunctions.118

In this step, we followed the approach of Alenitsyn (1998), who considered a stratified119

fluid layer over a solid half-space. We combined this asymptotic solution with the bound-120

ary conditions to yield an analytical dispersion equation.121

To verify the applicability the high-frequency analysis to the modes of our spher-122

ical Earth model, we calculated Rayleigh and Stoneley dispersion curves for ‘flattened’123

equivalent of the modified PREM model. For this we used the Computer Programs in124

Seismology software package (CPS; Herrmann, 2013) which implements the Haskell-Thomson125

propagator matrix technique (Haskell, 1964; C. Y. Wang & Herrmann, 1980). In this code126

the Earth-flattening transform is based on the work of Biswas and Knopoff (1970), Biswas127

(1972) and Chapman (1973).128
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2.3 Calculation of the modes of a laterally-heterogeneous planet129

Finally, we calculated the modes of a 3-D Earth model containing a hypothetical130

LLSVP using the same technique as in the spherically-symmetric case. In three dimen-131

sions this is implemented as the NormalModes code (Shi et al., 2018, 2019). Starting132

from our spherically-symmetric modified PREM model, we built a 3-D mesh consisting133

of around 2.5 million second-order tetrahedral finite elements. We then added a repre-134

sentative LLSVP to the base of the mantle.135

Significant uncertainty exists regarding the material properties of LLSVPs, as well136

as their composition, temperature and geometry (see review by Lay, 2015). For the il-137

lustration of the concepts introduced here, we chose properties of the model LLSVP within138

the published range of observations. Specifically, the LLSVP extends from the CMB up139

to a uniform thickness of 400 km, based on the lower bound in the study of Y. Wang and140

Wen (2007). We use the outline of the African LLSVP at 2700 km depth from the con-141

sensus study of Cottaar and Lekić (2016). We used an S-wave-speed anomaly of −4 %.142

Using the ratio of S- and P-wave-speed anomalies from Tkalčić and Romanowicz (2002)143

of 2.5, we then chose the P-wave-speed anomaly to be −1.6 %. We took a density anomaly144

of +1 % (Ishii & Tromp, 1999; Moulik & Ekström, 2016), although others, such as Romanowicz145

(2001), argue that the density anomaly could be positively correlated to the S-wave-speed146

anomaly.147

3 Results148

3.1 Mixed modes of a spherical Earth149

The calculated frequencies of the spheroidal modes are plotted on a ‘dispersion di-150

agram’ (relating frequency and wavelength) in Fig. 2a. The Stoneley modes form a line151

which has a steeper slope than the Rayleigh-mode overtone, indicative of a higher group152

velocity, so that there are a series of ‘quasi-intersections’ or ‘avoided crossings’, the first153

two of which are outlined by boxes. We focus first on the modes of the second quasi-intersection154

(Fig. 2b).155

The vertical-component displacement eigenfunctions of these modes (as a function156

of radius) are shown in Fig. 3a,b. These two panels show the upper and lower branches,157

respectively, and each shows a progression of four modes along the branch, as labeled158

in Fig. 2b, from lowest to highest frequency. The lower branch (Fig. 3a) shows a tran-159
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Figure 2. Dispersion diagrams of Earth’s low-frequency spheroidal modes (black dots), relat-

ing angular order (`) and frequency, with lines connecting branches of constant overtone number

(n). (The angular order of a mode controls the total number of nodal planes in the displacement

pattern. For a given value of `, modes are assigned a value of n in order of increasing frequency.

A spheroidal mode with these two numbers is denoted nSl. For surface-wave equivalent modes

with large ` and small n, the angular order is related to the wavelength (λ) by ` ≈ 2πR/λ where

R is the radius of the planet.) a) Overview. b) The second-quasi intersection, overlaid with the

half-space approximation. The labeled Rayleigh (R1, . . . , R4) and Stoneley (S1, . . . , S4) modes

have their radial displacement patterns plotted in Fig. 3a,b. c) The first quasi-intersection, show-

ing the splitting of each mode due to lowermost-mantle heterogeneity, as detailed in Fig. 4.
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sition from a pure Stoneley mode (S1), with much larger displacement near the core-mantle160

boundary, to a pure Rayleigh mode (R4) with much larger displacement near the sur-161

face. The intermediate modes (S2 and R3) have significant displacement at both inter-162

faces. We identify these as ‘mixed Stoneley-Rayleigh modes’. The same behavior is seen163

in the upper branch (Fig. 3b), except that the transition is from a Rayleigh mode (R1)164

to a Stoneley mode (S4). Note that the mixed modes pairs (e.g. S2 and R2) are not the165

result of ‘coupling’ in the usual mode-seismology sense, where ‘coupling’ is attributed166

to aspherical structure, but arise from the interaction of wave phenomena at separate167

(parallel) interfaces, even a spherically-symmetrical medium with no lateral heterogene-168

ity.169

The displacement patterns have zero crossings, which, like all evanescent waves,170

shift away from an interface when the frequency decreases, and vice versa. This effect171

is shown in the inset in Fig. 3d. The small shifts demonstrate that the dramatic change172

in mode character, from Rayleigh to Stoneley, occurs over a small frequency range.173

A gallery of additional examples (Supplement S5; includes tangential component)174

shows that mixing occurs near other Stoneley-Rayleigh quasi-intersections, although mix-175

ing becomes weaker and narrower at higher frequencies. At the lowest frequencies, all176

the modes of the CMB Stoneley branch could be described as mixed Stoneley-Rayleigh177

modes (recall Fig. 1a). The distinction between Rayleigh, Stoneley, and mixed modes178

gradually becomes clearer beyond the first intersection, with the second intersection be-179

ing perhaps the best example (Fig. 3a,b). By the fourth quasi-intersection (around 11.5 mHz),180

only a single pair of modes is affected, and the mixing is negligible.181

Some mixed Stoneley-Rayleigh modes have been previously observed in real data,182

where they are referred to simply as Stoneley modes (see the Discussion, section 4.1).183

We note that pure Stoneley modes cannot be excited by earthquakes, as earthquakes do184

not occur below depths of around 700 km. Even if a pure Stoneley mode were excited,185

it would not be detectable at the Earth’s surface. In contrast, mixed modes can be ex-186

cited by earthquakes and they can be detected at the surface. Their sensitivity is con-187

centrated near the surface and CMB with little sensitivity to the mid-mantle.188

Calculation of Stoneley modes is challenging for the commonly-used numerical in-189

tegration approach (Dahlen & Tromp, 1998, page 312), for example as implemented in190

the Mineos library (Masters et al., 2011). The difficulty is that the boundary conditions191

must be applied at points of zero displacement. Mixed modes are doubly challenging be-192
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Figure 3. Profiles of vertical-component displacement as a function of radial coordinate, for

modes along the quasi-intersecting mode branches shown in Fig. 2b, illustrating mode mixing and

the correspondence between an infinite, flat system and a spherical one. Each profile is colored

according to the frequency of the mode relative to the intersection frequency. Panels a) and b):

Selected eigenfunctions calculated for a spherical Earth, as labeled in Fig. 2b. The displacement

is multiplied by the radial coordinate, to allow proper comparison of particle displacements at

each depth. Panels c) and d): The eigenfunctions of a half-space model, which vary smoothly as

a function of frequency. The ‘radius’ here refers to the coordinate before flattening takes place.

The relative amplitudes of different eigenfunctions have no physical meaning; only their shape is

important.
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cause it is hard to guarantee orthogonality in the case of the near-identical frequencies193

(‘accidental degeneracy’). Our finite-element technique does not encounter these diffi-194

culties. However, we find that the frequencies, eigenfunctions (and therefore sensitivity195

kernels) are indistinguishable between the Ouroboros and Mineos codes when the start-196

ing model has an appropriate reference frequency.197

In conclusion, the calculated mode displacement patterns (Fig. 3a,b) thus show that198

Stoneley and Rayleigh modes mix when they are close in frequency, creating mixed Stoneley-199

Rayleigh modes, which should be excitable, observable and sensitive to the deep man-200

tle.201

3.2 Coupled waveguides in a flat system202

Our high-frequency analytical solution (Methods, section 2.2) separates in most cases203

to Rayleigh waves at the solid-vacuum interface (Strutt, 1885) and Stoneley waves at the204

solid-fluid interface (Stoneley, 1924; Scholte, 1942), with the allowed combinations of fre-205

quency and wavelength governed by two dispersion curves. (Dispersion curves are the206

continuous analog of the discrete dispersion diagram shown in Fig. 2.) However, near207

the quasi-intersection point, the two solutions cannot be separated, and the dispersion208

equation has two roots, one either side of the intersection point. This explains why there209

is a quasi-intersection instead of a true intersection. This behavior was previously pointed210

out by Zhao and Dahlen (1993), who noted from Arnold (1978, pages 425–437) that ‘such211

avoided crossings are characteristic of weakly-coupled spectra in all physical systems’.212

One of the pair of solutions has maximum displacement at the solid-fluid interface,213

but also non-negligible displacement at the free surface; we call this a ‘mixed Stoneley-214

Rayleigh mode’. Conversely, the other root has maximum displacement at the free sur-215

face but non-negligible displacement at the fluid-solid interface; we call this a ‘mixed Rayleigh-216

Stoneley mode’ (although we use both terms loosely to refer to both kinds). If we con-217

sider the other side of the intersection, the two kinds of mode are interchanged. We also218

find that the portion of the dispersion diagram affected by the quasi-intersection becomes219

smaller as the frequency increases.220

To relate this analysis to the spherical case, we calculated the dispersion curves and221

displacement patterns of an equivalent flattened Earth model (Methods, section 2.2), as222

shown in Fig. 2c and Fig. 3c,d. The fundamental difference between the flat and spher-223

ical systems is that the flat system has continuous solution curves (derivatives are shown224

–10–
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in Supplement S1) instead of discrete solution points. Apart from this, the flat model225

appears to be a good approximation of the spherical case. We do not expect perfect agree-226

ment, because of the approximations of the Earth-flattening calculations, and also be-227

cause gravity is neglected. Nonetheless, their similarity suggests that, at these ‘high’ fre-228

quencies, qualitative insights from our analysis are also applicable to the spherical case,229

consistent with Woodhouse (1978), whose analysis we followed.230

These results show that Stoneley-Rayleigh mixing occurs in infinite, flat systems,231

and is not a result of the finite size or curvature of planets. It is an example of what we232

identify as ‘seismic waveguide coupling’, which occurs between two waveguides when-233

ever their dispersion curves come close to intersecting, in spite of a large physical sep-234

aration. Our analysis predicts the properties suggested by the spherical calculations: the235

dispersion curves can never intersect (Fig. 2b,c), mode mixing occurs close to quasi-intersection236

points (Fig. 3), and the affected intersection region becomes narrower at higher frequen-237

cies (Supplement S5). Having established the existence and properties of Stoneley-Rayleigh238

mixed modes, we now return to a slightly more realistic model of the Earth, to illustrate239

how these modes provide useful constraints on the lower mantle.240

3.3 Mixed modes of a laterally-inhomogeneous Earth241

We calculated the modes of a 3-D Earth model containing an LLSVP (Methods,242

section 2.3). As expected, the lateral heterogeneity splits each spherically-symmetric (2` + 1)243

degenerate ‘mode’ (Fig. 2a) into a ‘multiplet’ with a range of frequencies, allowing a foren-244

sic analysis of the structure causing the splitting. The frequency splitting near the first245

quasi-intersection is shown in Fig. 2c, as the difference between the minimum and max-246

imum frequencies of each multiplet. We see that the Stoneley modes and mixed Stoneley-247

Rayleigh modes are more severely split by the anomaly, confirming that they are unusu-248

ally sensitive to the lowermost mantle. This illustrates how observations of the splitting249

of these modes provides tighter constraints on lower-mantle structures than observations250

of other modes.251

A detailed view of the splitting is shown in Fig. 4a for the four modes nearest the252

quasi-intersection. The severity of the splitting varies between multiplets (as was already253

seen in Fig. 2c). This is because some of the multiplets are more sensitive to the CMB254

(for example, compare the sensitivity kernels for modes 1S16 and 2S16 in the gallery, Sup-255

plement S5). The 2`+1 modes in each multiplet (31 or 33 for these four modes) show256

–11–
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irregular changes in frequency. We can understand how this splitting pattern arises by257

looking at the displacement patterns of some of the modes (Fig. 4b,c,d) of the most severely258

split multiplet (2S16).259

The displacement patterns are shown for three of the 33 modes from the 2S16 mul-260

tiplet. We have chosen the modes with the highest, middle, and lowest frequencies, as261

indicated by the lines from panel a. For simplicity, we only show one component of the262

displacement (the radial component), and this component is only plotted at the CMB,263

where the displacement is at a maximum. The full displacement pattern for each mode264

(not shown here) is a three-dimensional vector field with both radial and tangential com-265

ponents.266

The first observation of the displacement patterns is that the shape of the anomaly267

(indicated by a gray outline), along with the requirement that the modes are orthogo-268

nal, controls the ‘shape’ of the modes. Thus the modes form a series from high to low269

frequency. For our choice of material parameters, this sequence starts from the mode most270

concentrated within the anomaly (Fig. 4b) and ends with the mode least concentrated271

within the anomaly (Fig. 4d). This can be interpreted simply in terms of interfering waves272

traveling more slowly through the anomaly. In real observations, the individual singlets273

are usually blurred together, but a seismometer situated directly above the LLSVP would274

observe a lower frequency for mode 2S16. The geographic and frequency variations across275

a mode multiplet are commonly summarized using a ‘splitting function’ map.276

We note that displacement patterns at other depths (not shown here) are almost277

identical, except that they vary in amplitude. This is consistent with the unperturbed278

case, in which the normal modes can be separated into a product of a function of an-279

gular location and a function of radius. This latter function, the variation in displace-280

ment with radius, is shown for one mode in Fig. 4e. (More precisely, we plot the radial281

and consoidal spherical harmonic components with m = 3, the dominant value of m,282

but all values of m show the same pattern.) As shown by the dotted line, the perturbed283

result closely matches the result for the spherical Earth. This suggests that perturbed284

modes are predominantly a linear combination of modes within the same unperturbed285

multiplet (which have the same radial profiles), consistent with the ‘isolated multiplet’286

approximation commonly used in perturbation theory.287

We can confirm this more directly by projecting the perturbed modes into the ba-288

sis formed by the unperturbed modes, as shown in Fig. 4f for the lowest-frequency mode289

–12–
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Figure 4. Modes of the first quasi-intersection in an Earth model containing an LLSVP. a)

The splitting of the multiplets of the first quasi-intersection (see Fig. 2c) into non-degenerate

modes. b, c, d) Radial component of the displacement pattern of three of modes from the 2S16

multiplet, as indicated by the gray lines from panel a), sampled at the CMB. The three modes

are the highest-, middle-, and lowest-frequency modes of the multiplet. The gray outline shows

the edge of the LLSVP. e) The magnitude of the displacement as a function of radius for the

mode shown in panel b). Both radial (U) and consoidal (kV ) components are shown; the per-

turbed model also has a small toroidal component, but it is negligible and so it is not shown here.

The dashed line shows the profile expected for the unperturbed model; the perturbed and unper-

turbed lines are almost identical. f) Projection of the displacement of the mode shown in d) into

the basis defined by the unperturbed modes. All coefficients are close to zero (blue) except in the

` = 16 band.
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of the 2S16 multiplet. We see the dominant coefficients all come from the same parent290

multiplet with n = 2 and ` = 16. Other small coefficients indicate minor deviation291

from the isolated multiplet approximation; in other words, coupling with other multi-292

plets (here ‘coupling’ has the usual mode-seismology meaning). Coupling with other modes293

is very small, but can be seen with a logarithmic color scale (Supplement S2).294

In a more realistic Earth model, the mode coupling, frequency splitting and ‘shape’295

of the modes will also be affected by other lateral heterogeneity and by the planet’s ro-296

tation. We investigated the effect of rotation (Supplement S3) and find that splitting in-297

creases for all modes, but the mixed modes remain markedly more strongly split due to298

the LLSVP anomaly. The intuitive interpretation of the ‘LLSVP-dominated’ splitting299

(Fig. 4) remains valid, but the rotation adds a new group of ‘oblateness-dominated’ modes.300

In summary, these calculations show that mixed modes arise in a realistic Earth301

model and are unusually sensitive to CMB structures (Fig. 2c and 4e). This sensitivity302

can be exploited via geographical measurements of the modes’ frequency splitting (Fig. 4b,c,d).303

4 Discussion304

4.1 Previous studies of Stoneley modes305

Measurements of splitting of higher-frequency mixed Rayleigh-Stoneley modes are306

given by Koelemeijer et al. (2013) and Koelemeijer et al. (2015), where they are referred307

to as Stoneley modes. A systematic search yielded only those modes that were near the308

first quasi-intersection (the ` = 1 modes 1S13 to 1S16, and the ` = 2 modes 2S13 to309

2S17), the second quasi-intersection (modes 2S25, 3S25 and 3S26), and some lower-frequency310

Stoneley modes which sample the whole mantle. This can be explained by the mode-mixing311

phenomenon described here: Stoneley modes far from the branch intersections have no312

surface (Rayleigh) component, and so are not excitable or observable.313

4.2 Perturbation theory314

The conventional approach to calculating the modes of a laterally-heterogeneous315

Earth is to use perturbation theory. We have presented the first calculations of mixed316

modes using a direct (non-perturbative) approach. The results are qualitatively simi-317

lar, but in future work we aim to quantify the errors introduced by standard perturbation-318

theory approaches. These errors may contribute to the misfit of relatively high-frequency319
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mode data (Deuss & Woodhouse, 2001), especially the effect of CMB topography (Al-320

Attar et al., 2012), but also lateral heterogeneity and rotation. This may be more im-321

portant for stronger deviations from spherical symmetry found in other planetary bod-322

ies.323

4.3 New ways to study Earth’s CMB region324

Beyond refinement of results from known modes, it may be possible to expand or325

better constrain the catalog of mixed modes, thanks to new deployments, instrumenta-326

tion, earthquakes, inverse theory, and signal-processing techniques. In particular, some327

of the CMB-sensitive modes further from the the quasi-intersections (e.g. modes 2S23328

and 3S23; see the gallery) might be detectable, perhaps using depth-based stacking (see329

Lekić et al., 2009), array-based gradiometry (see Schmelzbach et al., 2018), or horizontal-330

component data (see Schneider & Deuss, 2020), given that Stoneley-mode particle-motion331

polarization is distinct from that of overlapping Rayleigh modes (compare with Boaga332

et al., 2013).333

We also investigated numerically the possibility of a ‘mixed Stoneley-Rayleigh wave’334

propagating along the parallel waveguides of the outer surface and the CMB, by using335

mode summation. Our findings are detailed in Supplement S4 and summarized here. For336

the sum of modes to resemble a traveling wave instead of a standing wave, the mixing337

must affect enough modes near the intersection. We found that the waveguide coupling338

is strong enough for an earthquake to generate a Stoneley wave on the CMB, whose wavepacket339

is quite dispersive, spanning the range of group velocities from the two mode branches.340

At the Earth’s surface, however, the wavefield is dominated by an ordinary Rayleigh wave,341

with no indication that it is influenced by waveguide coupling. Therefore, although the342

CMB Stoneley wave is of theoretical interest, we do not expect that mode mixing could343

be observed in a traveling wave at the surface.344

4.4 Modes and waveguide coupling in other settings345

Waveguide coupling has been recognized in many non-seismic systems, such as pho-346

tonic waveguides (Marcuse, 1971; Bertolotti et al., 2017, section 3.4), oceanic gravity waves347

(Miropol’sky, 2001, section 2.2) and acoustic gravity waves in the atmosphere (Harkrider,348

1964). Seismic waveguide coupling is an important example, and we expect it to occur349

in many settings outside of the solid Earth, such as in ocean basins (Alenitsyn, 1998),350
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cells with vesicles (Vorselen et al., 2017), solid-state acoustic circuits (see Hess, 2002),351

floating ice sheets, magma chambers, and planetary bodies containing internal oceans,352

such as Europa (Anderson et al., 1998) and (perhaps) Pluto (Denton et al., 2020). More353

generally, the non–perturbation-based approach which we showcase here will allow us354

study the seismic modes of planets, stars, and asteroids which are far from spherically355

symmetrical, such as the irregularly-shaped asteroid Apophis.356

5 Conclusions357

We show that two exponentially-localized seismic waves, propagating along par-358

allel solid-vacuum and solid-fluid interfaces, can couple to form a pair of waves, both of359

which have a non-zero displacement component near both interfaces. Even if the sep-360

aration between the two interfaces is large, coupling will occur at frequencies where the361

two dispersion curves almost intersect. This is an example of the waveguide coupling phe-362

nomena found in many branches of physics.363

Earth’s normal modes also display waveguide coupling. Most dramatically, we show364

that there is coupling between the free surface and core-mantle boundary, which results365

in mixed Stoneley-Rayleigh modes. Some of these modes are excitable by earthquakes366

and are expected to be detectable at the Earth’s surface. This clarifies why previous work-367

ers have been able to observe higher-frequency Stoneley-like modes, which, in the ab-368

sence of mode mixing, are exclusively focused at the core-mantle boundary.369

We use a new finite-element technique for both spherically-symmetric and laterally-370

inhomogeneous models to show that mixed-mode frequencies and splitting are unusu-371

ally sensitive to anomalies in the lower mantle. The concept of mode mixing, and the372

new tools demonstrated here, may guide future observational studies of mixed Rayleigh-373

Stoneley modes. Such observations are key to important debates about the lowermost374

mantle, including the density of LLSVPs and the spatial distribution of post-perovskite.375

Moreover, mixed modes may be a useful probe for other bodies with strong internal waveg-376

uides, for example cells with vesicles, and planetary bodies such as Europa and Pluto.377

In the coming decades, an abundance of seismic data will be gathered from bodies be-378

yond Earth, which are in many cases far from spherically symmetric. The non–perturbation-379

based forward modeling demonstrated here will help to understand the interiors of those380

strange new worlds.381
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Code availability382

The 3-D code, NormalModes, is available at https://github.com/js1019/NormalModes.383

The 1-D code, Ouroboros, will be made public on GitHub and the FAIR-compliant repos-384

itory Zenodo at the time of publication. In the meantime, the source code is included385

as ‘Data Set SI - Supplemental Code’. Please do not distribute this code.386
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S1 Group velocity26
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Figure S1: a) Dispersion diagram for modes, shown as points, and the half-

space approximation, shown as solid lines. b) Group velocity, calculated from

the dispersion diagram, for the first five branches. c) The (continuous) first

derivative of the group velocity, illustrating that the group velocity is a smooth

function of wavenumber. Note the change from a linear y-axis (between -1 and

1) to a logarithmic one.
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S2 Projection of perturbed modes into basis of27

unperturbed modes28

The modes of the spherically-symmetric reference model form a complete basis29

within the sphere. The perturbed modes can be projected into this basis, as30

shown here (Supp. Fig. S2) for the lowest-frequency mode of the 2S16 multiplet31

(see Fig. 4d,f in the main text). The basis functions are normalized using the32

Mineos normalization.33

The unperturbed mode basis is used in the perturbation-theory approach34

to calculate the modes and frequencies of the perturbed model. A common35

assumption in this approach is the ‘isolated multiplet’ approximation, where the36

modes of a perturbed multiplet are calculated using only the modes of the same37

multiplet, before perturbation, as the basis. The coefficients in Supp. Fig. S238

are mostly close to zero, except for the 2Sm
16 coefficients, indicating that the39

isolated multiplet approximation is a good approximation. However, we can40

also see weak coupling with 2S15, 2S17, 1S15, 1S16, 1S17, 6S6 and 3T5.41

The power spectrum of the LLSVP anomaly used in our calculation is shown42

in Supp. Fig. S3. It is dominated by the ` = 1 band.43
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S3 Effect of Earth’s rotation on the mixed modes44

We can make the 3-D mode calculations from the main text (section 3.3) more45

realistic by including the effects of Earth’s rotation: oblateness, centripetal46

potential, and Coriolis force. Our approach is described in Shi et al. (in review).47

We assume a rotation period of 23.9345 hours, and calculate the ellipticity as a48

function of radius using Radau’s approximation to Clairault’s equation (Dahlen49

and Tromp, 1998, equation 14.20). Once rotation is including, the eigenfunction50

vector fields become complex, representing eastward- or westward-propagating51

waves. The frequencies and spatial displacement patterns are also altered, as52

we discuss below.53

We first note that rotation increases the ‘splitting’ of each multiplet (which54

we define as difference between the highest and lowest singlets within a given55

multiplet). This can be seen by comparing the splitting in the rotating case56

(Supp. Fig. S4) with the non-rotating case (Fig. 1c); note the change in marker57

scaling. Although all modes have greater splitting, the splitting of the mixed58

modes is still markedly stronger due to their sensitivity to the LLSVP anomaly.59

As an aside, we note that all of the multiplets have a positive shift in their60

center frequency (the mean of the singlet frequencies).61
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Figure S4: Frequency splitting of each degenerate multiplet in a model with

rotation and an LLSVP anomaly. The modes of the spherically-symmetrical

reference model are shown as solid lines with opaque dots.

This additional splitting can be understood by examining the eigenfunctions,62

for example for the mode 1S15 in Supp. Fig. S5. As we saw in the non-rotating63

case (Fig. 4), a range of frequencies arises from modes concentrated inside or out-64

side the LLSVP (‘LLSVP-dominated’). This range is augmented by a group of65

modes whose shape is controlled primarily by Earth’s oblate shape (‘oblateness-66

dominated’). These modes have wider, more regular frequency separation, with67

lower-frequency modes being more concentrated at the equator. Note that the68

number of singlets does not change.69
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Figure S5: Selected eigenfunctions for multiplet 1S15, showing relationship to

frequency splitting. Each map shows the real part of the vertical-component

displacement field at Earth’s surface for a given mode.

This behavior is found in all of the mixed modes and most of the other70

modes which we calculated (not shown here). A complicating factor is mode71

coupling, which becomes stronger when rotation is included. We do not discuss72

mode coupling in detail here, although in future we plan to compare the mode73

coupling in the direct 3-D approach to the predictions of perturbation theory.74
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S4 Illustration of traveling-wave behavior75

It is well-known that summation of normal modes along a branch yields a trav-76

eling wave. We investigated whether summation of the modes of the second77

quasi-intersection produces any unusual traveling-wave behavior. The modes78

used in the summation are shown in Supp. Fig. S6. Each mode marker is79

scaled according to the globally-averaged RMS excitation of that mode, given80

our choice of source, which was the point CMT approximation of the 2011 To-81

hoku earthquake. Note that these calculations were carried out in Mineos and82

include the effect of attenuation, unlike other mode calculations in this paper.83

We restricted the summation to modes from the two intersecting branches84

(n = 2 and n = 3) within a narrow frequency band indicated by the outer pair of85

gray horizontal lines. A cosine frequency taper was applied to this band, so that86

modes outside the inner pair of gray horizontal lines had reduced amplitude. It87

can be seen that the Stoneley branch has low excitation amplitudes, typically88

around 100 times weaker than the Rayleigh branch.89

The contributions of the two branches can be visualized in Supp. Fig. S7.90

From the left column, we see that the Rayleigh branch resembles a traveling91

wave in the middle and upper mantle, but in the lower mantle it resembles a92

standing wave, due to contributions from just a small number of mixed modes93

at these depths. The middle column shows that the Stoneley branch resembles94

a standing wave throughout the planet, because only a few modes are excited.95

The net effect, shown in the right column, appears to have a traveling wave in96

the upper mantle and on the CMB.97

We can understand the results of the full summation by plotting the velocity98

field as a seismic section with increasing distance from the source (Supp. Fig. S8).99

The plot also shows the group velocities of the modes (calculated using Mineos)100

for a selection of modes. The wavefield at the surface is a traveling wave whose101

group velocity is well described by the ‘normal’ Rayleigh modes before and after102

the quasi-intersection region (e.g. modes 3S22 and 2S28). In other words, the103

surface wavefield is dominated by the second Rayleigh overtone.104
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By contrast, if we plot the wavefield just above the core-mantle boundary105

(Supp. Fig. S9), a different traveling wave arises. This wavepacket is more106

dispersive, with group velocities ranging between the Rayleigh and Stoneley107

group velocities found further from the intersection. Note that the amplitude108

of this wave is around 10 times smaller than the surface wave.109

We interpret this CMB wave in the following way: near the quasi-intersection,110

the Rayleigh modes have a small Stoneley component at the CMB, and the111

Stoneley modes have a small Rayleigh component at the surface. When car-112

rying out the normal-mode summation near the quasi-intersection, if all of113

these modes are included, the excitation amplitudes are large enough over a114

sufficiently wide bandwidth to produce a traveling wave on the CMB. The115

wavepacket is broad due to the wide range of group velocities of the contributing116

modes. We call this a ‘mixed Stoneley-Rayleigh wave’117

Unfortunately, if a corresponding ‘mixed Rayleigh-Stoneley wave’ exists and118

propagates along the free surface, its amplitude must be very small as it is not119

visible in Supp. Fig. S8. Therefore, although it is interesting to know about the120

CMB wave, it is not of practical use.121
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Figure S6: Mode diagram showing detail of the second quasi-intersection.

Marker symbols are scaled by the excitation of each mode (in S.I. units). Second-

overtone Rayleigh modes are labeled ‘A’, and Stoneley modes are labeled ‘B’

(although this distinction is arbitrary in the case of the mixed modes).
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Figure S7: Plots of the vertical velocity field at various times (indicated on

the left-hand side) after the earthquake, decomposed into contributions from

different mode branches (indicated at the top). The color scale is the same for

each panel. The source location is at the top of each panel.
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Figure S8: Seismic section observed at the surface. Each trace shows the par-

ticle velocity at the specified epicentral distance. Traces are normalized by a

common value so that relative amplitudes are preserved. Mode group velocities

are indicated by colored lines as shown in the legend.
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Figure S9: The same as Supp. Fig. S8, except the particle velocity is plotted at

the CMB instead of the surface.
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S5 Gallery of modes near quasi-intersections122

Here we show the eigenfunctions for modes in the vicinity of the first, second123

and third quasi-intersections, calculated using the Mineos code. In contrast124

with the main text, we include the effects of attenuation and the perturbation125

to the gravitational potential, to make these calculations as realistic as possible.126

Nonetheless, given that mode mixing is sensitive to small shifts in mode fre-127

quencies, this gallery should not be used to pin-point mode-mixing frequencies128

on the real Earth, because we have neglected the effects of anisotropy, rotation,129

and three-dimensional structures, including ellipticity and the crust and ocean.130
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Figure S10: Summary of eigenfunctions of modes near the first quasi-

intersection. The central panel shows the location of the modes on the dis-

persion diagram (` versus frequency in mHz). For each mode, the radial and

consoidal components are shown, including the factor of k omitted in some con-

ventions. The y-axis shows radial coordinate in units of 103 km and horizontal

lines indicate the CMB and ICB discontinuities.
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Figure S11: Same as Supp. Fig. S10, but for the second quasi-intersection.
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Figure S12: Same as Supp. Fig. S10, but for the third quasi-intersection.
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